
  
 
 For several years BGSE and IMS have worked together to design, manufacture and market numerous 
products to the ground support aviation industry. 
This longstanding partnership is built on a foundation of mutual respect, cooperation and trust.  
  
BGSE’s manufactured products include complete Service Power and PC Air Pits, Mechanized air and power Reels 
and Retriever assemblies and Trailer mounted equipment. 
  
BGSE’s provides support in all phases of manufacturing , design, manufacturing and financial.  
BGSE has shared the cost of CAD software upgrades as well as new equipment acquisition and joint office and 
manufacturing space.  
This provides an ideal environment for innovative solutions and products for our customers.  
  
An example of this partnership was the design, testing, certification and manufacture of several F-900 certified 
service pit covers. 
  
BGSE contributed funding for new state of the art CAD software used to design and test the cover in a virtual 
environment prior to manufacturing. 
Combined with our CAD services, design, manufacturing equipment and skilled fabricators the result was high 
strength, light weight, corrosion resistant, independently certified F-900 service pit covers currently used all over 
the globe. 
  
BGSE also manufactures a complete line of Service Pits. These include PC Air and Power models. These units 
incorporate innovative designs that are customized to the customers needs.  
  
BGSE manufactured products cover a wide range of applications.  
Service Pits 
Hose Retrievers. 
Cable and Hose Reels. 
Equipment Stands and Trailers.  
Hose Baskets. 
Electrical Enclosers. 
  
These units are proudly designed and manufactured in in the USA. 
  
The partnership has grown to include a shared commercial facility currently under construction.  
This facility will serve as the world headquarters for BGSE as well as a state of the art manufacturing plant.  
This facility will provide both companies seamless communication in all phases. 
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